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MEMORANDUM 

To: G.S.B., A.A.W.S. Board, A.A. Grapevine Board, GM, Conference Coordinator 

CC: All Members of the 72nd General Service Conference 

From: Matt K., Area 11 (CT) Delegate 

Date: May 16, 2022 

Re: Preparation for COVID-19 Outbreak at the 72nd General Service Conference 

 

 I would like to thank our General Manager and our General Service Board 

Chair for their letter of May 13, 2022 acknowledging that there are lessons to be 

learned from the COVID-19 outbreak at the 72nd General Service Conference. I 

write this letter as a sincere attempt to be useful—to clearly articulate some of the 

specific issues that arose at the Conference and to offer some potential solutions and 

remedies. I hope this can be circulated to help debrief on the happenings of the 72nd 

G.S.C. and aid in future Conference planning. 

Issues Presented 

 This memorandum addresses a few issues. First, the 72nd General Service 

Conference, by the end of the Conference week, found itself in a situation where 

several Conference members were unable to participate with a voice or a vote due to 

COVID-19. Second, a large number of Conference members, guests, and a number 

of our employees contracted COVID-19, potentially endangering their safety and 

others. Third, the response to the preceding two issues—when they arose—could 

have been more effective with some additional preparation.  

A. Participation 

 Article 2 of the Conference Charter discusses the composition of the annual 

Conference meeting. Each and every one of these Conference members brings 

something unique to the table. The very functioning of the Conference depends on it 

being composed of all those who should be attending. In addition to Trustees, 

Directors, and Staff, we spend thousands of dollars to send the Area Delegate from 

each of the 93 Areas. We have been doing this for the long haul because it has 

profound spiritual value to have participation from all 93 Areas in the process. 

 Article 4 of the Conference Charter states: “The Conference will be expected 

to afford a reliable cross section of A.A. opinion.” Ensuring that we have 

participation from all 93 Areas is an integral way of ensuring that the Conference 

does, in fact, “afford a reliable cross section of A.A. opinion.” 

 The 72nd General Service Conference did not include its entire composition 

throughout the week due to the COVID-19 outbreak at the Conference. By Monday, 

we learned that two G.S.O. (non-Conference-member) staff workers tested positive 

for COVID-19. By Wednesday, we learned that an Appointed Committee Member 
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(guest) and an additional Conference guest had tested positive for COVID-19. By 

Thursday morning, the first wave of voting Conference members—3 or 4, if my 

memory serves correctly—tested positive and were in hotel room isolation as 

directed in pre-Conference communication from the G.S.O. By day’s end on Friday, 

several more Conference members—perhaps as many as 7 to 10—were no longer 

participating in the Conference as a result of COVID-19. Some Conference members 

could not participate due to being quarantined and some left the Conference early 

due to safety concerns. By Saturday, more Conference members reported having 

tested positive, followed by many more after that. 

 Every Conference member—whether an Area Delegate, Trustee, Non-Trustee 

Director, or Staff—is an extremely important part of the spiritual group conscience 

that takes place during the annual Conference week. Moreover, we know that Area 

Delegates work hard—having various Pre-Conference Assembly processes and the 

like—to gather feedback and prepare to bring discussion points to the Conference.  

Having been part of the first wave of Conference members that contracted 

COVID-19, I was very persistent in advocating for as much participation as 

possible. By the time I was quarantined in my room, the Conference had only heard 

committee reports from three committees. Devastated and disappointed—all while 

very physically ill—I reached out to the Conference Coordinator, General Manager, 

72nd G.S.C. Policy and Admissions Chairperson, and others for help. 

Thankfully, after a few hours of silence, I was able to listen to Conference 

discussions (audio only)—as an observer. I was very grateful for this. However, 

throughout the remainder of the Conference business, I was heartbroken that my 

60 pages of notes from Pre-Conference preparation was not being used. It was also 

strange listening to the floor action that I submitted from my hotel room get 

debated—without the ability to vote on it myself. There were a couple of discussions 

throughout the remainder of the Conference where I had a very specific point to 

raise that I did not hear mentioned. Would it have changed the result? Probably 

not. That said, with a dozen total Conference members missing from discussions, we 

must pause and consider the potential impact that this had on the group conscience 

and the ability to not leave any stone unturned. I am not suggesting that any of the 

outcomes from the 72nd G.S.C. are invalid. Rather, I am pointing out that, given the 

value we place on participation, the Conference could be missing out if we are 

missing even one Conference member—or twelve, as the case may be. 

Every Conference member is important and every member has certain items 

that they can bring a unique perspective on. I feel sad for the dozen Conference 

members—especially fellow Area Delegates, who spent so much effort gathering 

feedback from our Areas without the ability to fully participate all week. To quote 

co-founder Bill W.’s Concept IV essay: “All of us deeply desire to belong. We want an 

A.A. relation of… partnership. It is our shining ideal that the ‘spiritual corporation’ 
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of A.A. should never include any members who are regarded as ‘second class.’” The 

spiritual principle of participation has so much to do with what our annual 

Conference is about. I understand that episodes of food poisoning and other 

illnesses may have been handled certain ways in past Conferences. However, given 

the quarantine requirements, the contagious nature of COVID-19, and the 

potentially large number of Conference members that could have been eliminated, 

this situation was distinguishable from illnesses in past Conferences.  

B. The Impact and the Spread 

 The spread of COVID-19 at the General Service Conference not only 

impacted participation—it also impacted the spread of the illness among many 

people, potentially endangering health and safety. It is my understanding that both 

of the Area Alternate Delegates that attended Conference in place of their Area 

Delegates (due to COVID-19) ended up contracting the illness themselves. Trusted 

servants were placed in harm’s way. More importantly, our own employees were 

placed in harm’s way. I must comment that I noticed an air of concern among many 

employees throughout Conference week, which was troubling to me. For those of us 

that were quarantined in our hotel room in New York for five days, this also 

presented some challenges with food delivery and the like (and also came at a cost). 

As of May 4, 2022, I had been told of more than 40 people (including 

Conference members, Guests, and non-Conference-member workers) who were 

present at one point during the General Service Conference had tested positive for 

COVID-19 sometime between roll call (start of the Conference) and May 4th (a few 

days after Conference). As days passed, I learned of even more cases. I was told that 

many Conference members tested positive shortly after returning home on buses, 

trains, and planes—potentially endangering others. 

C. Preparation 

 It is extremely important to value all perspectives—not only during the 

annual Conference week but also during the Conference planning. Concept V 

teaches us about the value of the minority voice and going to great lengths to ensure 

all perspectives are heard. Concerns were raised Pre-Conference. I was told that 

employees advocated for additional contingency plans during Pre-Conference 

planning. Area Delegates raised concerns. I had personally inquired about what 

would happen when COVID cases began making their way through the 

Conference—how we would respond to it, how it might affect participation, its 

impact on a quorum, etc. I wish to be direct and point out that this exact situation 

was predicted and raised Pre-Conference by some members. Had such perspectives 

been given a fair hearing, much of this could have been avoided. 

It was possible to prepare for an in-person Conference that would have 

allowed continued participation from Conference members who had made the trip, 
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said the word “present” during roll call, and later end up quarantined. Our 

experience showed us that we could quickly and easily patch people into the room to 

be able to listen in. Our experience during the farewell talks from rotating 

Delegates showed us that a Conference member in the Conference session room 

could walk up to a microphone with a quarantined Conference member on the 

phone and place the phone up to the microphone. We could have allowed for a little 

extra time during votes in order for quarantined Conference members to text 

message a staff member their vote. These are just a few examples of how 

participation could have been made possible in a pinch. However, with enough 

planning and preparation, we could have done much more. 

 Additional preparation could have helped limit the impact. There were 

limited test kits at first. Social distancing was not made possible right away. The 

regional luncheons made social distancing difficult. Conference members were not 

encouraged to test for COVID-19 unless they felt sick. Mask-wearing and other 

mitigating efforts of that sort were not encouraged until Friday—after the spread 

was well underway. The food delivery system to quarantined members was put in 

place after some of us were already quarantined for a while. Notwithstanding the 

rising cases, the bus trip to the G.S.O. still took place at the end of the Conference, 

possibly creating more spread of the illness. To be clear: my disappointment is with 

management and the Board—not with the Conference Coordinator nor the METS 

department (who seemed to have worked their hardest with what they had). 

 These are certainly challenging times. Maintaining unity can be difficult. In 

fact, the variety of different beliefs surrounding COVID-19 can become a topic of 

controversy. On the one hand, it can be divisive if we spend excessive time dwelling 

on COVID-19. On the other hand, if we ignore it and sweep it under the rug, that 

can become equally divisive. Therefore, we must find a unified and responsible way 

to address such issues.  

Remedies and Solutions 

I have considered a number of potential remedies and solutions. I ask that 

the following be considered. 

(1) I request that the G.S.B. fully inform the fellowship of the impact—

including the total number of Conference members unable to participate by the end 

of the Conference, the number of COVID-19 cases in the days immediately following 

the Conference, the expense of having Conference members stay quarantined 

beyond Conference time, etc. This allows feedback from the fellowship—those we 

serve—about how we can put our best foot forward. Feedback from the fellowship 

should be premised on a true and accurate picture. This information could be 

included in the Final Conference Report, Box 4-5-9, an additional letter containing 

more facts and figures than what was included in the 5/13/22 letter by the General 
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Manager and G.S.B. Chair, and/or any other methods deemed effective in widely 

conveying the message to allow fellowship-wide sharing. 

(2) I request that the General Service Board take an honest assessment of the 

various events (Regional Forums, G.S.B. meetings, future Conferences, etc.) where 

employees are required to attend with an eye toward protecting the safety and well-

being of our employees, while also allowing their full participation. I request that 

the A.A.W.S. Board and G.V./L.V. Board consider the same. I ask that such an 

assessment be based on utilizing the professional expertise of any medical 

professionals serving on the General Service Board, consulting epidemiologists and 

other professionals as needed, and exploring the use of technology as an inclusion 

tool. 

(3) I request that the G.S.B. discuss and implement policies, procedures, and 

contingency plans for future General Service Conferences—not only addressing 

health and safety but also ensuring all Conference members can participate. The 

Conference Policy and Admissions Committee, along with the process of polling 

Conference members by email, can be utilized to aid in planning the 73rd G.S.C. if 

the pandemic persists. In addition to relying on professional opinions, it would 

likely promote unity for decisions about whether a Conference be held in-person, 

hybrid, or online to reflect an informed group conscience by all Conference 

members. Moreover, it is important that a plan be implemented to promote full 

participation in the unique situation where a number of Conference members are 

“present” during roll call at an in-person Conference but are unable to be in the 

room later in the week. 

(4) I request that this letter be included as background material for the joint 

sharing and strategizing meetings that were mentioned in the 5/13/22 letter from 

the General Manager and G.S.B. Chair. It is my hope that there be a thorough 

examination of any potential missteps by management and the General Service 

Board in the Conference-planning process and how to best proceed.  

(5) I would also ask that I receive a response to the issues and potential 

remedies raised herein and that the Conference receive a response. 

Thank you for your attention and consideration. I ultimately write this with 

the sincere hope of ensuring that an accurate description of the full impact is made 

known so that feedback from the fellowship can guide us moving forward. 

 

In Service, 

Matt K. 

Area 11 (CT) Delegate, Panel 71 


